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Eliminating Bottlenecks and
Increasing Security with SAP
NetWeaver® Identity Management
Quick facts

“SAP NetWeaver Identity Management
gives us a forward-looking component
that meets current security requirements, is open for future enhancements,
and is adaptable to changing regulations
and policies from the management level.”
Tobias Marquart, Project Lead in Identity
Management, Data Center, University of Basel

Company
•	Name: University of Basel
•	Location: Basel, Switzerland
•	Industry: Higher education and research
• Products and services: University with
cross-faculty focus areas in life sciences
and culture
• Budget: SFr 550 million (€445 million)
• Employees: 1,600 professors and other
academic staff and 1,900 other employees
for over 11,000 students
•	Web site: www.unibas.ch
•	Implementation partner: BT Global Services

Benefits
• Eliminated bottlenecks caused by legacy
system’s lack of support for enhancements
•	Increased security by cleansing orphaned
user accounts
•	Improved data quality thanks to integration
of systems for employee master data
• Reduced manual administration through
rule-based processes
Challenges and Opportunities
•	Integrated third-party and SAP® software
• Replace a legacy system with identity
through standard connectors
management functionality that was no
•	Increased transparency and centralized
longer up to par
auditability of user administration
•	Automate manual processes
•	Simplified integration of additional
•	Map university-specific processes and rules
applications
•	Increase quality of identity data
•	Gained flexibility by using an application
programming interface (API) based on
Objectives
representation state transfer (REST) to
Implement a forward-looking identity
create a completely custom front
management solution that can grow with
the goals of the university’s data center
Existing Environment
•	SAP ERP application, SAP ERP Human
SAP® Solutions and Services
Capital Management solution, SAP Supplier
SAP NetWeaver® Identity Management 7.2
Relationship Management application
component
•	SAP for Higher Education & Research
solution portfolio
Implementation Highlights
•	SAP
NetWeaver Portal component
•	Achieved high level of automation
in administrative processes
•	Integrated various forms of identification
for students and staff
•	Migrated legacy system without incident

SAP Customer Success Story
Higher Education and Research

Why SAP
•	Attractive balance of price and performance
•	Adaptable to the university’s business
processes

Seeking to automate manual processes, increase transparency in
its user administration, and improve security, the data center of the
University of Basel replaced its custom solution for identity management, user accounts, and authorizations with the SAP NetWeaver®
Identity Management 7.2 component.
Supporting Switzerland’s Oldest
University

Meeting High Standards in User
Administration

Founded in 1460, the University of Basel
is the oldest institution of higher learning in Switzerland. For years it has been
counted among the 100 best universities
in the world and among the top 10 in
Switzerland, Austria, and Germany. The
university employs around 3,500 people
and has an annual budget of approximately SFr 550 million (€445 million). It
contains seven faculties and functions as
a full-fledged university in the traditional
sense. From ancient studies to zoology,
students can pursue virtually any course
of study. The university also devotes
particular attention to two cross-faculty
focus areas: life sciences and culture.

The large number of students and the
high rate of student throughput at the
University of Basel have always made
efficient, streamlined processes essential
to minimizing the administrative effort
involved in providing the institution’s
IT services. For years, the university’s
data center used an in-house solution
to manage identities, user accounts, and
authorizations. Eventually, however, this
solution was no longer able to meet the
university’s increasing demands.

The University of Basel’s data center provides centralized IT services to support
the research, instruction, and studies of
over 11,000 students and 3,500 university
employees. It oversees more than 100
servers and high-performance computers
used for scientific calculations; supplies
e-mail, Internet, virtual private network
(VPN) access, and other online services;
supports publicly accessible workstations;
and helps all of the university’s IT users
in everything from procurement to use
of hardware and software.

Necessary process adjustments could
not be made, for example, nor could IT
staff make required software enhancements, due to a lack of standardized
interfaces. In addition, the legacy system
no longer fulfilled the growing security
requirements of the university’s open
environment. The situation was exacerbated further by the departure of key
personnel from the university – taking
their expertise with them. Additionally, the
solution’s inefficiency tied up resources
that were urgently needed elsewhere.
In January 2009 the university data
center replaced the software it had been
using to manage e-mail addresses and
accounts, having settled on the SAP

NetWeaver Identity Management component as the way forward after a competitive selection process. This component
aids in effectively granting and managing
secure access to heterogeneous applications while addressing all of the relevant internal and external requirements.
It offers centralized functions that support
users according to their tasks, as well
as password management, self-services,
approval workflows, and other related
processes.
The University of Basel commissioned
BT Global Services – an SAP partner
with special expertise in SAP NetWeaver
Identity Management – to plan and carry
out its implementation project. With their
new and up-to-date identity management
software in place, those in charge of the
university data center were finally able
to eliminate bottlenecks that were hindering innovation and to optimize existing
administrative processes at the same
time. In addition, data center staff can
now respond more quickly and flexibly
to requirements that are constantly growing and changing with regard to system
integration and management procedures.
“SAP NetWeaver Identity Management
gives us a forward-looking component
that meets current security requirements,
is open for future enhancements, and is
adaptable to changing regulations and
policies from the management level.
Streamlining these processes at the same
time proved to be a challenge for my colleagues and me, but SAP NetWeaver
Identity Management made it possible,”
states Tobias Marquart, project lead in
identity management at the University
of Basel data center. “Now we’re enjoying the results of all our hard work.”

“With our newly implemented method of comparing data and then automatically deactivating accounts when necessary, we now meet the applicable data protection guidelines and save on both licensing costs and support.”

Tobias Marquart, Project Lead in Identity Management, Data Center, University of Basel

Rapidly Migrating to State-of-theArt Identity Management

Saving Time with Automated
Processes

Mapping the University’s Business
Requirements

BT Global Services needed just five
months to migrate to SAP NetWeaver
Identity Management, fully replacing
the data center’s previous system. The
University of Basel’s day-to-day operational commitments gave the company
a very small window to go live with the
new component. Delaying the start by
just a few days would have meant waiting
six months for another chance, but successful teamwork helped those involved
adhere to both the schedule and budget.

The new component automatically
assigns user accounts and authorizations on the connected IT systems based
on rules that correspond to each student’s group or each employee’s work
contract and institutional association. It
also grants special administrative access
depending on which tasks employees
perform for specific institutes. In normal
operations, administrative intervention
by data center employees is no longer
required. Unlike in the university’s previous system, users now have a selfservice through which they can reset
forgotten passwords.

To achieve the level of automation
demanded by the high throughput rate
of the university’s student body, the processes supported by SAP NetWeaver
Identity Management were closely synchronized with the university’s enrollment
procedures and business requirements.
At the University of Basel it’s common for
employees and prospective PhD graduates to hold multiple positions and for
students to major in several subjects. The
procedures now in place at the university
support these organizational requirements. In addition, the university made
the adjustments during the configuration
of SAP NetWeaver Identity Management,
which now reflects the specific requirements of each business process.

SAP NetWeaver Identity Management
now gleans data on students’ identities
from other SAP® software in use at the
university – SAP for Higher Education
& Research solutions, for example – and
automatically generates the necessary
e-mail and user accounts in the central
university directory. Using a self-service,
students can choose a unique e-mail

Whenever employee master data is
added or modified in the SAP ERP
Human Capital Management (SAP ERP
HCM) solution, SAP NetWeaver Identity
Management automatically loads the
data, which used to require considerable

“The broad possibilities offered by our new identity management component
with regard to workflows, approvals, user notifications, and self-services help
us come up with new ways to optimize our environment almost every day.”
Tobias Marquart, Project Lead in Identity Management, Data Center, University of Basel

address. SAP NetWeaver Identity Management also manages how students,
employees, and guests access the university’s virtual private network (VPN) infrastructure and SWITCHaai, the common
authentication and authorization infrastructure (AAI) Swiss universities use based
on Shibboleth®, a federated identity
management solution.

manual effort, thus eliminating redundant, error-prone data maintenance. All
personnel-related measures and organizational changes are propagated automatically from SAP ERP HCM throughout
the university’s SAP software landscape
and Microsoft Active Directory infrastructure and promptly implemented in user
management.

Regaining Control of Identity
Management
By implementing its new software platform, the University of Basel has regained
control of user administration while setting the stage for further standardization
and new service offerings. Authorization
assignment is now largely automated,
which saves employees time that they
can use for other tasks.
“We used to rely on employees who were
leaving the university to notify us to deactivate their accounts. With our newly implemented method of comparing data and
then automatically deactivating accounts
when necessary, we now meet the applicable data protection guidelines and save
on both licensing costs and support,”
reports Marquart. By integrating critical

www.sap.com /contactsap

software applications, Marquart and
his team have reduced the amount of
manual data maintenance required and
improved both data quality and data security at the university. In addition, the new
component has improved the quality of
service the university provides to its staff
and students.

Moving Ahead
The user administrators at the University
of Basel are not standing still after the
implementation of SAP NetWeaver
Identity Management. They plan to continue to optimize and expand the component as part of a broader program of
successive integration projects. From

an organizational standpoint, the technical
processes involved will be aligned with
overarching HR processes, and the rules
governing employee departure will be
refined. The university will also replace its
manual, paper-based administrative processes to improve employee services with
respect to its SAP software landscape
and Microsoft Active Directory infrastructure. It is preparing to implement an automated electronic application process for
security-critical authorizations. “The broad
possibilities offered by our new identity
management component with regard to
workflows, approvals, user notifications,
and self-services help us come up with
new ways to optimize our environment
almost every day,” Marquart says.
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